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Blockchain capability and famous comes from data management and 
handling, from data transaction and keeping to Security, transparence and 
decentralization characters beneath.

Data management and transaction through blockchain brings new 
uncountable value towards data dealings.
LEGACY is an old term yet new to blockchain industry. What is LEGACY 
anyway in real world? Here are two angles to de�ne legacy.

Legacy is something that is passed on in form of one’s faith, ethics and core 
values. 

Legacy is ever lasting impact on the world or gift that is passed down 
through generations. HOW MUCH DOES LEGACY MEAN TO US?

Legacy captures our life and lessons learned along the way, or it celebrates 
things that were most important to us, such as cause or an interest.
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HOW IS LEGACY ASSOCIATED WITH DATA
For one’s ethic, faith, or core value to be passed on data must be concerned. 
Blockchain carry tools to manage our data especially LEGACY data 
impeccably.

LEGACY NETWORK
Is a community of people built with and ambition to preserve their 
important data in Blockchain for positive use cases as described in LEGACY 
two angle de�nitions?

MARKETPLACE AND TOKEN
Evolution of NFT Marketplaces and crypto tokens has helped to bring closer 
data concerning monetary transaction, businesses, entertainment and 
social data. Legacy Marketplace aims to capture peoples’ ethics, faiths, and 
lessons learned in lifetime, peoples’ core gifts, values, interest and ones’ life 
in general to be passed by for generations.

MYLEGACY MLT 
is the mother token in legacy network among many other legacy fan tokens 
to be introduced by community for legacy data transactions, learn more 
visit www.mylegacytoken.tech .

MYLEGACY MLT
 is a BEP20 (Binance Smart chain) token that can be purchased through 
Decentralized exchanges like www.bitkeep.com , www.millswap.com, 
www.poocoin.app 
Legacy Marketplace is an open space created for community around the 
world to share what representstheir LEGACY. Member tokens with strong 
communities are used to purchase and transact each other’s 
legacies in their preferred Blockchains.
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To open up a big world of membership and innovation by categorizing 
ages, dealings and activities, the major skeleton of LEGACY market 
places viewed at www.mlxmarket.com is cloned to make other 
marketplaces which include;-

LEGACY KIDS
aims to protect community members especially kids against harm of new 
technology. But also gives them speci�c ground to be closer to each 
other digitally, closer to their products and alike mindset. Legacy kid also 
aims to bring closer web3 and AI technological tools that will trigger 
users’ innovations towards science and technology as whole in their 
talents and daily ambitions. This s also a place where our childhood 
memories and legacies are kept.

1. LEGACY KID 2. LEGACY SPORTS  3. LEGACY TECH AI

LEGACY KIDS    LEGACY SPORTS    LEGACY TECH AI



LEGACY SPORT
aims to implement web3 technological tools and AI technological tools 
in sport world that will trigger users’ new experience, innovations in 
sports, bring closer sport stars and their fans, while getting 
entertainment and carrying sports businesses. This is a place where our 
sport memories and legacies are kept.

LEGACY TECH AI
Aims to implement web 3 and AI technological tools in connecting 
innovators, ideas’ creators and tech business dealers or who implement 
technology in their daily activities like software engineers, agriculture, 
tech constructors, tech apps developers ,AI tools developers and extra.

LEGACY TECH AI aims to bring tech fans and big investors, personal 
investors, innovators and ideas’ creators closer to each other. While 
giving them decentralized ground to develop, test and sell their AI and 
technological products.



NB; Web3 and Ai tools includes NFT system in blockchain, AI personal 
Assistance built in legacy page, Token gates tech and investors groups 
built in Legacy wallet(just like discord) , with your alike AI Personal 
assistant to chat and serve customers and fans like you do on normal 
bases, AI tools in idea creations and extra.

LEGACY WORLD Aims to offer free space to people with an ambition to 
share their permanent mark, activities, value or footprints with the world 
for millennium.

ADVACEMENT/FEATURE OF LEGACY WORLD
Legacy world comes with Legacy wallet which is composed of browser to 
connect users to different DAPPS like Legacy messenger Dapp (LEGACY 
HOME) Just like your discord or WhatsApp group. Legacy  home comes 
with live peer to peer chat through text with real person or live peer to 
peer chat with  personal trained AI assistant. Chat is through text chat, 
avatar chat, or hologram chat which comes with 5G technology.
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AI Text chat means fans, customers and friends chatting in text with 
trained AI just like you would do, AI  is trained to answer anything like you 
would do in chat. AI Avatar chat means fans, customers and friends 
chatting with your alike AI avatar just like you would do. AI avatar chat is 
enabling in messenger and in digital 3D world of messenger called 
LEGACY HOME METAVERSE.

AI hologram Avatar chat means fans; customers and friends chatting 
with your alike AI avatar just like you would do in displayed 3d form in 
physical world, through your Legacy web3 messenger you can talk with 
your star, family member or mentors avatar in real physical world through 
hologram displays, avatar is trained by AI to act, sing, talk, dance, play as 
real person through data collected from his/her internet exploitation. 
Legacy web3 messenger is token gated by NFTS which are available in all 
LEGACY MARKET PLACES.


